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THE SPEAKING CLOCK OF PARIS
A CLOCK THAT TELLS

IMPATIENTLY the telephone re-
ceiver is lifted up and an annoyed
voice asks for " Odeon 8400." It is

in Paris, and this is just one of the
quarter million calls asking for the
correct time that the Paris telephone
service gets every month. Quarter of
a million !

So accustomed are people to having
time within easy reach, on the wrist or
on the wall, that something like panic
descends when it is found that their
watch or clock has unaccountably

stopped. Thus arise those 8,000 anxious
calls per day ; from households where a
clock has met with an accident or a wrist
watch collided unluckily with the furniture
or, more simply but just as annoying, some-
one forgot to wind up the family timepiece.

There are often as many as thirty
simultaneous calls received in Paris from
people who know that " Odeon 8400 " will
save the situation for them. The Speaking
Clock of Paris never fails, day or night, to
answer the unspoken inquiry, and to reply
with exact hour, minute, and even second.
Unspoken inquiry, note, because the sub-
scriber merely asked for a particular
number, and the local telephone exchange,
who put the call through to Odeon Ex-
change, have by that act brought the time
seeker within earshot of the clock itself.
And more than that, his call has automati-
cally switched into activity the valves of
the speaking mechanism, and almost
immediately he will hear the voice of the
clock delivering in human tones that
announcement that it is now " six heures,
trois minutes, dix secondes."

The means that render this possible are
ingenious to the highest degree and employ
the photo -electric cell, amplifying valves
and, of course, a clock as accurate as only
an astronomical observatory possesses. It
was the progress being made with talking
film technique that led the director of the
Paris Observatory, M. Esclangon, to con-
ceive of this way of satisfying the multitude
of callers upon the Observatory's reputation
as a supplier of right time.
Great Demand for " Time "

That reputation had necessitated, in past
years, an official being kept permanently on
duty, doing nothing but answer telephone
inquiries as to the exact time. Not only
was this a strain on the Observatory staff,
but it blocked the telephone lines for any
other business. Up to five years ago this
condition of affairs went on, and then a
change was made by constructing an
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Figs. 1, 2 and
3.-(Above) The
speaking Clock
at the Paris Ob-
servatory. The
three white
bands on the
cylinder are
sound strips for
announcing
hour s, seconds

and minutes respectively. (Left) Another view
of Speaking Clock. The dark rectangular
chambers with white tops are the three photo-
electric cells. The flat discs at side control their
scanning movement. (Right) Near the small
motor (on right) that drives the sound film

cylinder is the speed control mechanism.

elaborate mechanism that could auto-
matically indicate the time to an inquirer
by a system of dot and dash sounds. The
Speaking Clock, by comparison, provides
a much better service. The method now
so appreciated by Pairisians breaks away
from the code idea and substitutes sounds
resembling the human voice. One thinks
immediately of a gramophone record, but
further thought shows that no record, nor
series of records, could stand up to the
wear of continuous use by day and by
night. That demand is better met by the
sound film strip, which with its photo-
graphed image of lines and bands offers a
medium that can produce sounds of words
instantaneously, continuously and perfectly
audibly.
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A HUMAN VOICE

The possessor of a particularly clear
voice would have been asked to recite
the time statements, which were
photographed on to narrow strips by
the method of microphone, photo-
electric cell and continuous length of
sensitive film that film studios employ.
The resulting strips develop with a
pattern of " sound " bands, and are
attached around the outside of a cylin-
der, which is then set revolving. As
the strips pass into the view of the
once more useful photo -electric cell

they give rise to frequencies of current that,
by a long chain of connections, stir the air
at the listener's end into word sounds.

It remains to regulate the rotation of the
cylinder, that it turns with the precision of
the hands of an extremely accurate obser-
vatory timepiece, and thus a given " sound "
pattern, telling you it is such and such a
number of minutes and seconds, is actually
arriving opposite the photo -electric repro-
ducing cell at that very instant. Not to do
so would be unforgivable !

Such is the outline of this unique time
service, possessed by no other city in the
world. Technical details will now follow.

Checking " Spoken " Time
Starting with the apparatus in the

Observatory, the first essential is the speed
regulating device, whose unfailing accuracy
is the backbone of the system. The
Gerrish speed regulator installed functions
by checking the speed of the motor -driven
cylinder every second. The principle, as in
most speed -governing devices, is to cut
down the motive force the instant the
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Fig. 6.-A complete schematic diagram of the phone -clock
system.
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drive proves too fast. The motor driving
the sound cylinder gets no current until
contact C is closed (see Fig. 5), by attraction
of the armature. This necessitates the
battery circuit being closed, which occurs
for a brief instant every time the swinging
pendulum makes a passing contact at A.
That gives a brief supply of current to the
motor every second. Whether a longer
supply of current is to be given, as is
needed of course for continuous work,
depends on the behaviour of the sound film
cylinder.

It is not convenient to use the cylinder
itself as a checking mechanism, but a disc
(see lower part of diagram), driven from the
cylinder by suitable gearing is used in its
place. This disc should make precisely one
turn per second. It follows that a pin,
projecting from the side of the disc, must
be in a certain position every second. The
speed control concentrates its serious func-
tion on the position of this pin. At correct
speed the pin will be at the bottom of the
circle it describes. The tip of contact D,
which falls in its path later, remains undis-
turbed and closed. Therefore the power is
still on for the motor (contact B having
closed when the pendulum touched A),
and remains so whilst the pin travels up
half the circle. Reaching the top, it lifts

CURRENT
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Fig. 4.-
Clock motor
speed correct : current
switched on by pendulum
at A ; half second later
it will be cut off by pin at D.

ONE
REV.
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and breaks contact D, and the current
to the motor is interrupted for half a second,
whilst the pin enters the downward course
of its revolution.

In effect, the motor gets current the first
half of each second and none the next;
switching on is done by the pendulum,
supported by B ; switching off by the pin.

Watch the consequences if the disc lags
behind. The travelling pin has, say, three-
quarters of a circle to traverse, instead of
the normal half. The longer interval
before D is reached procures for the motor
a longer supply of current, allowing the
speed of the motor to increase. If the disc
is ahead of time, the travelling pin is too far
round and will the sooner switch off
current, giving shorter dose for the motor.

The Sound Film Cylinder and Light Cell
Let us look now at the cylinder (Fig. 2),

2 ft. long, 12 in. in diameter, and made of
aluminium. Around its grooved surface
are attached ninety strips, f in. wide, of
talking film, some strips ready to tell the
hour, others the minute and second, with
separate strips for the words " At the third
dot " and " it will be exactly "-in French,
of course these phrases being needed
every completed minute. We know already
how the revolution of the cylinder will pro-
duce the right statement at the right instant.

Three photo -electric cells are wanted,
one to face each group of strips. Lenses
focus the light from a lamp filament on to
the strip. The dark and light character of

the markings is reflected from the strip into
the photo -electric cell, which, we know,
passes more or less current according to the
light it receives. These delicate fluctuations
of current have to be amplified by a 3 -
electrode valve. This valve receives its
anode supply through the primary winding
of a low frequency transformer, the output
of which passes to a 3 -valve resistance -
capacity coupled amplifier, and so on to
the line connecting Observatory with
telephone exchange. The output of the
other two photo -electric cells reaches the
3 -valve amplifier in the same way.

All this is done at the Observatory, and
when the amplified currents reach the
Odeon Exchange they require further
amplification through another valve and
transformer, before they will act on the
diaphragm of the subscriber's earpiece and
give him an audible statement.

What you Hear
What the inquirer hears is a statement

that runs " Six hours, five minutes, ten
seconds "-sharp dot-" Six hours, five
minutes, twenty seconds "-sharp dot. In
their turn the thirtieth and fortieth seconds
are similarly given. The fiftieth second is
not reported because the clock needs time
to begin an announcement : " At the third

Fig. 5. -
Clock motor
speed too
fast : only
quarter of a
second has

I elapsed since
\ pendulum

touched A(- current
switched on)
and already
pin has lifted
D cutting off
current. B
and C fall

back. Note where pin ought to be.

dot it will be exactly six hours six minutes "
-and then follow three signals representing
the fifty-eighth, fifty-ninth and sixtieth
second. This is the point at which most
people would check their watches or clocks,
and once the right minute has been identified
from an earlier announcement the three
dots lead up to the moment when the minute
hand of your own timepiece should cover the
minute mark.

These dot sounds are produced by
putting to good use what is ordinarily a
defect, namely, by a momentary throwing
of the amplifier into oscillation at the right
instant, resulting in a " pip " whenever a
cam, driven by the standard clock, has
closed a contact. By this action the anode
of the third valve in the amplifier is joined
through a condenser to the grid of the
second valve, causing the oscillating note.

The Cylinder
Reconsidering the cylinder again-to

have got upon it a collection of all the
statements as needed throughout the
twenty-four hours would have called for an
extremely long cylinder. By grouping,
making the minute statements serve for
any hour, and the seconds statements for
any minute, space was saved, as they needed
putting only once around the circum-
ference. True, this means that the photo-
electric chamber for the seconds has to be
slid smartly back to starting point every
minute; that for the minutes moves back
as soon as it has announced the fifty-ninth
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minute, in order to be ready for saying
" one minute " when the hour has turned.
The lamp chamber that scans the hours
strips must return, like Cinderella, directly
midnight has been indicated.

You are now aware how the time state-
ment is picked by the photo -electric cells
from three different parts of the cylinder,
and reaches your ear in correct order. The
sounds might have been photographed on
to a disc instead of a cylinder, but the latter
gives equal length revolutions and allows
of more accurate timing. Ordinarily,
speech films are transparent, and how to
get a glass cylinder of accurate exterior was
a problem. Finally, the makers, Brillie
Freres, decided to give up projection
through the film, and by the aid of reflected
light illuminate the bands for the cell to
scan.

When your call is finished all the valves
and lamps of the apparatus are automati-
cally switched off, this saving current. At
some parts of the day the demands for the
right time are so numerous that all of the
thirty lines open to inquirers are engaged,
and it is proposed to increase the service to
sixty lines.

The Speaking Clock of Paris has now
been functioning a year, and the day it
opened 140,000 calls were made. The usual
number is around 8,000 per day, and this
produces a revenue for the telephone service
of £2,000 a month. In London, where a
good service of wireless time signals is
available, there are nevertheless 3,000 calls
a day, and it has been suggested that
Londoners would appreciate a similar
service.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC FLASHLIGHT
POWDER

THIS consists of a correctly proportioned
mixture of chlorate and perchlorate of
potassium, and magnesium powder, and

the amateur must not for a moment think
that this is safe and can be treated roughly.
When one considers the tremendous affinity
of magnesium for oxygen, it is apparent
that such a mixture, upon the application
of a few degrees of heat, or if subject to the
slightest friction, will explode violently.
Safety First

The only safe manner in which the ama-
teur may take instantaneous flashlight
photographs is by means of metallic
magnesium dust blown through a spirit -
lamp flame. For the benefit of those who
desire to make their own flash powder and
who are prepared to exercise the greatest
care in the process, I recommend the follow-
ing formula :-

Potassium chlorate in powder 11 oz.
Potassium perchlorate in powder, If oz.
Magnesium powder, 11 oz.

By the potassium salts in powder form.
Do not attempt to reduce the coarse variety to
powder. Mix the two thoroughly on a
porcelain tile, using a bone knife. Just
before the powder is intended to be used,
mix with the salts the magnesium powder,
again using the bone knife and very gentle
treatment.
Correct Quantity to use

Fifteen grains of the powder will be
sufficient for a normal exposure. Place it
on a tray away from all room hangings,
curtains, or anything else likely to catch fire,
and ignite it with a taper tied to the end of
a yard -stick. After the flash, open the
windows and allow the smoke of mag-
nesium oxide to escape. Caution ! Do not
look at the flash-the strain may injure the
sight.
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